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Abstract. Decision-making depends on the availability of information and the 

ability of decision-makers to manipulate this information. This paper proposes 

an approach that integrates the decision-relevant information, which is subject to 

uncertainty, to multi-criteria decision-making. An approach must enable deci-

sion-makers to explore the uncertainty and risk involved in their decisions. It 

arose from the theory of risk-based decision-making and the generalization of 

particular risk-based solutions in different domains. Multi-Attribute Utility The-

ory (MAUT) became the ground for the proposed approach. Utility functions ap-

propriately account for the associated uncertainty and risk attitude of decision-

makers. Three types of weighing policies reflected risk importance from deci-

sion-makers’ point of view were introduced. MAUT seeks to trade-off among 

criteria and assigns a ranking to the alternatives. We examined the property of 

the proposed approach through a quantitative study on the alternatives ranking 

for decision-making in the transfer from face-to-face to online learning. The re-

sults showed that the risk-oriented approach reflected the risk-averse property 

and consequently provided the rankings similar to ones realized in the natural 

conditions. 

Keywords: Informed decision-making, Uncertainty, Risk, Multi-criteria deci-

sion-making, Multi-Attribute Utility Theory, Online learning. 

1 Introduction 

Traditionally decision-making problems are related to constructing the preference order 

to rank the alternatives to select the best one. For decision-making problems where 

alternatives are compared with one criterion, this may be easily accomplished. How-

ever, the most realistic cases should evaluate multiple conflicting attributes. Conflicting 

attributes usually arise in a case when decision-makers should take into attention the 

interest of different stakeholders. Multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) suggests 

many analytical frameworks that facilitate decision-makers to perform trade-offs be-

tween conflicting attributes [1]. The theory of MCDM is well-developed; the existed 

methods traditionally are classified into three types [2]: 

─ unique criterion or synthesis methods based on an analytical combination of all cri-

teria in order to produce the relative ranking of all possible alternatives under con-

siderations based on the preference structure of the decision-maker;  
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─ outranking methods sought to eliminate all the alternatives that are explicitly domi-

nant to produce a partial pre-order; 

─ interactive methods associated with discrete or continuous problems where the ob-

jective is defined in a set of targeted values. 

In theory, multiple objectives defined by performance goals, that are often competing 

and conflicting with each other, cause the complexity of MCDM. However, uncertainty 

as well is one of the causes of decision-making complexity. If the decision-maker knew 

precisely the outcome of each alternative, she would define precisely her preferences.  

Ignoring uncertainty and its associated risk may simplify the decision-making pro-

cess. However, as well it degrades the quality of decisions. Sometimes decision-maker 

uses risk as one of the criteria to consider uncertainty. Sometimes risk analysis and 

decision-making are realized in parallel. Both approaches cause information loss. The 

first one does not reflect the risk from the points of view of stakeholders; the second 

one does not give the proper weight to dependencies between alternatives and risk 

sources. 

In this paper, we present the approach to risk-oriented attributes definition. The in-

volvement of risk-oriented attributes simplifies to make informed decisions under un-

certainty and risk.  

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses some related 

work in the area of risk-based decision-making and MCDM. Section 3 describes the 

main components of the proposed approach. Section 4 demonstrates the practical use 

of the proposed approach through two application examples of educational decision-

making problems. Section 5 concludes the paper and outlines some perspectives for 

future work. 

2 Related Works 

Decision-making is the process of making choices by identifying objectives, gathering 

information, and assessing or ordering alternatives. Risk-based decision-making 

(RBDM) is “a process that organizes information about the possibility for one or more 

unwanted outcomes into a broad, orderly structure that helps decision-makers make 

more informed management choices” [3]. RBDM comprises five major components, 

as shown in Fig. 1. 

RBDM is an iterative, never-ending process. For example, in [4], the authors demon-

strated the overlap of the stages of risk-management on the stages of business process 

execution. They used a business-process model with four phases – Process Design, Im-

plementation, Enactment, and Analysis [5]. Also, they added an initial phase, namely 

Risk Identification. Identified risks were mapped onto specific aspects of the process 

model during the Process Design phase, obtaining a risk-annotated process model. 

Next, the risk was detailed, linked with particular aspects of the business process, con-

trolled, and monitored. Therefore, the RBDM process is appropriate for embedding into 

the working process and not oriented to choosing the best alternative.  
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Fig. 1.  Risk-based decision-making process [3] 

The approach to making uncertainty an integral part of decision-making proposed in 

[6] is to view the whole process as one of determining the risk associated with the de-

cision. In this approach, a decision-maker specifies the risk criterion to be used and the 

uncertainty for each input variable (Fig. 2).  

 

Fig. 2. Incorporating input uncertainty into the decision-making process [6] 

Traditionally risk is characterized by probability or the likelihood and impact or sever-

ity. This approach to risk evaluation assists in the decision about risk treatment. How-

ever, if a decision-maker took into account the broader context and the actual and per-

ceived consequences to internal and external stakeholders, she would be able to incor-

porate input uncertainty into the decision-making model. There are some successful 

implementations of the approach. 

The paper [7] presented a model for evaluating the security of a software system 

under design based on individual risks presented by system components. Risk evalua-

tion based on the likelihood and impact would have provided the individual risk rank-

ing. Instead, the authors had calculated violation risk for a particular transaction based 

on the security policy and individual risks considering context and other risk factors. 

As a result, they demonstrated that small individual risks could be transformed into 

significant risks when combined. 

Risk issues obstruct the selection of the cloud provider because of the reliability and 

security of the cloud as a public platform. The automated categorization and selection 

of the cloud provider based on risk metrics is quite a challenging task. The authors of 

[8] presented a framework for risk-driven cloud selection, which contributes with a set 

of cloud security metrics and risk-based weighting policies, distributed components for 
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metric extraction and aggregation, and decision-making plugins for ranking and selec-

tion. It is the case of incorporation of context and risk factors into well-known MCDM 

methods. 

One additional example is risk-based testing described in [9], which helps to opti-

mize the allocation of resources. Risk-based testing approaches consider risks of the 

software product as the guiding factor to prioritize the requirements. Such incorporation 

leads to the generic testing methodology, enhancing an established test process to ad-

dress risks. The decision provides such benefits as faster detection of defects resulting 

in an earlier release, a more reliable release quality statement, and the encapsulated test-

process optimization. 

As an MCDA method, the most promising one is representative of unique criterion 

methods. Between them, the most popular are methods AHP [10] and MAUT [11]. 

Method AHP is more complicated than MAUT because of the need in pair-wise com-

parisons of alternatives and calculation of principal eigenvectors and principal eigen-

value. In [8], there is shown that MAUT is always significantly faster than AHP. 

MAUT is a domain-neutral method, which was successfully applied, e.g., for bridges 

maintenance planning [1], railway infrastructure maintenance planning [12], ranking 

banks [13], hybrid energy storage systems allocation [14]. 

In this paper, we encapsulate the risk-oriented assessment of alternatives into MAUT 

and examine how this approach works for some decision-making problems. 

3 Approach to Uncertainty and Risk Involvement in 

Decision-Making 

Let A = {a1, a2, ..., aN} is a finite nonempty set of alternatives among which the deci-

sion-maker must choose. As well, there is a collection of criteria C = {c1, ..., cM} to be 

satisfied by the different alternatives. Each criterion should be risk-oriented, i.e., for-

mulated in terms of risk consequences. For example, in the case of “hackers’ attack” 

risk, the criteria could be “the volume of damaged data” or “the time for service recov-

ery.” It is quite close to the concept of “impact” in traditional risk evaluation. However, 

usually impact is evaluated as “cost” of risk consequences, which is “derivate” of start-

ing measure. Correspondingly, each criterion, i, is connected with a measurement scale 

SiR. So that, we can define the partial score si(aj) of alternative aj in accordance with 

criterion i. 

We use MAUT as MCDM means so that we have to convert the partial scores into 

utility value on a standardized scale [0,1]. Let Ui(aj) represents the utility of alternative 

aj in accordance with criterion i. Because all criteria are risk-oriented, we should shape 

the utility function in such a way where the maximal value of the utility function cor-

responds to the minimal value of partial scores. The simplest solution is a linear utility 

function: 

  
  min

max min

1
i

i i

i j

i j

s a s
U a

s s


 


, (1) 
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where mini
s  and maxi

s  are the minimum and the maximum values of partial scores 

under criterion i, respectively.  

Since different criteria might have different degrees of importance, the decision-

maker should define a weight, wi, associated with each criterion i, which represents the 

hazard of risk of this criterion. We can apply different weighing policies. 

The first policy is uniform, where every criterion is given the same weight as the 

others: 

 
1

1,...,iw i M
M

   . (2) 

This weighting policy can be applied to any tasks when decision-makers are not able to 

define risks order more precisely. 

The second policy is customization by the decision-maker, where every criterion is 

given the weight reflecting its importance. The values wi should be normalized so that

1
1

M

ii
w


 . 

The third policy is customization by risk profiles, where every criterion is given the 

weight, which is assigned based on risk profiles. The difference between this policy and 

the previous one lies in the source of weighting: is it a decision-maker or third party 

information. 

Finally, we aggregate all the utilities following an additive aggregation function as 

follows: 

    
1

M

j i i j

i

U a w U a


  . (3) 

The numerical score obtained for each alternative determines the final ranking, where 

the highest value indicates the most preferred alternative. 

The scheme of the whole process is shown in Fig. 3.  

 

Fig. 3. Encapsulation the risk-orientation into decision making 

The first step in this process is the identification of a set of criteria and suitable meas-

urement scales. At this step, the decision-maker should involve other stakeholders to 

understand the criteria better. Utility assessment is a step of evaluating the partial scores 

of alternatives and the transition to utility values. Risk weighing is a step of definition 
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and realization weighing policy. Finally, the aggregation utility function provides the 

possibility for ranking the alternative and choosing the best one. During all stages, a 

decision-maker is the driver of the process.  

4 The Experiment 

The examination of the proposed risk-oriented approach was established while face-to-

face learning had been transformed for online learning due to quarantine limitations. 

We applied the proposed approach for two issues – choosing the delivery channel for 

courses and modifying the teaching materials.  

4.1 Choosing the delivery channels 

The type of learning environment can lead to problems related to the scope and instruc-

tional characteristics [15]. Although the existence of the learning management system, 

which had been realized with Moodle software, not all teachers were ready to deploy 

their courses quickly in this environment. As well, some teachers planned to maintain 

the lecture classes in synchronous mode. Therefore, we considered the following alter-

natives: 

─ a1: learning management system; 

─ a2: learning management system and some video conferencing tool; 

─ a3: Google Classroom and Google Meet; 

─ a4: group chats on Telegram.   

Lockdown caused the transfer to online learning but was unexpected by teachers. 

Therefore, there were a lot of potential problems. The primary of them composed the 

set of risk-oriented criteria: 

─ r1: the frequency of breakdowns of the learning environment will be unacceptable; 

─ r2: the time for adoption the course to learning environments will be inappropriate; 

─ r3: the means provided by learning environments will not be enough for learning 

activities in a course; 

─ r4: the teachers’ efforts to become proficient in learning environments will be enor-

mous.   

We got the teaching staff working in the Computer Systems Institute to take part in 

assessing. We used an ordinal scale with marks in the interval from 1 to 10. The medi-

ans of the partial scores given by a group of teachers are shown in Table 1. 

In Table 1, the values of utility functions Ui(aj) were calculated according to (1). 

While calculating the aggregation U(aj), we used the first weighing policy (2). 

As we see, the preference order was a1>a2>a4>a3, which was far from an expected 

order. In particular, group chats in Telegram with inadequate support of learning activ-

ities turned out better than powerful Google Classroom.  
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Table 1. The assessment of different learning environments 

Alterna-

tives 

Risk-oriented criteria Utility function 
U 

r1 r2 r3 r4 U1 U2 U3 U4 

a1 8 3 3 3 0,00 1,00 0,86 0,83 0,67 

a2 8 3 2 5 0,00 1,00 1,00 0,50 0,63 

a3 2 9 6 8 1,00 0,00 0,43 0,00 0,36 

a4 2 7 9 2 1,00 0,33 0,00 1,00 0,58 

 

In the mid of the semester, the dean office gathered data about learning environments 

involved in online teaching. The source of data was students who could have met dif-

ferent technologies in different courses. The results are shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4. Technology tools in the learning environment 

The ranking resulting from the data agreed with the preference order above. The “other” 

technology in Fig. 4 represents different rare solutions such as communication through 

e-mail only, Microsoft Teams, face-to-face communications. 

In this case, using risk-oriented criteria supplied the explanation for teachers’ choice. 

If we used traditional domain-oriented criteria, e.g., supported activities, provided 

means, types of test questions, we would get a different order and not understand the 

real choice. 

4.2 Modifying the teaching materials 

After the first week of the lockdown, the teachers ascertained that teaching materials 

for face-to-face learning were not enough for online learning. Time pressure was too 

hard for transforming the course for e-learning. Therefore, the decision lay in enriching 

existing course materials by linking with third-party materials. There were considered 

four alternatives: 

─ a1: the whole particular courses provided by the “Coursera for Campus” program; 
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─ a2: the predefined videos and/or assignments from the courses provided by the 

“Coursera for Campus” program;  

─ a3: the set of recommended reading materials; 

─ a4: the sequence of guided assignments. 

We defined two sets of criteria to provide a comparison of the proposed approach with 

the traditional one.  

The set of domain-oriented criteria was defined based on [16]. In this research, there 

were defined 24 items that affect students’ engagement in e-learning environments. As 

well, six factors – psychological motivation, peer collaboration, cognitive problem 

solving, interaction with instructors, community support, and learning management – 

that determine the items were found. In our experiment, we used one item from each 

factor as criteria because we should have reduced the efforts of teachers who partici-

pated in the assessment of alternatives. Therefore, the set of domain-oriented criteria 

were composed by 

─ d1: usefulness of the course for students; 

─ d2: supporting collaborative learning; 

─ d3: providing the possibility for applying knowledge; 

─ d4: communicating with the instructor; 

─ d5: facilitation of interactions with peers;  

─ d6: managing own learning schedule. 

The set of risk-oriented criteria was defined based on [17], which listed potential design 

problems of an online classroom. Again, we took as criteria not all the listed problems 

to reduce the efforts on assessment. The worked set of risk-oriented criteria were com-

posed by 

─ r1: more time can be spent learning course logistics than learning course topics; 

─ r2: an assignment includes only the information necessary for completion; 

─ r3: unreasonable time limits detract from learning; 

─ r4: multiple activities in the same course are challenging to navigate and update. 

Table 2 shows the results of the assessment. We got the teaching staff working on the 

bachelor and master programs on Software Engineering to take part in assessing.  On 

simplicity ground, we used an ordinal scale with marks in the interval from 1 to 10. In 

each cell, we point the median of the partial score given by a group of teachers. 

Table 2. The partial scores of alternatives along with different sets of criteria 

Alterna-

tives 

Domain-oriented set Risk-oriented set 

d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 r1 r2 r3 r4 

a1 7 3 9 4 4 7 2 7 10 8 

a2 6 3 8 3 2 9 6 10 7 10 

a3 5 2 2 2 2 9 8 5 6 5 

a4 6 10 10 5 8 8 10 2 7 8 
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To begin, we converted the partial scores into utility value. For the assessment with 

risk-oriented criteria, we used (1). A linear utility function for domain-oriented criteria 

was calculated as follows: 

  
  min

max min

i

i i

i j

i j

s a s
U a

s s





. (4) 

In both cases, we used the first weighing policy (2). Table 3 provides the result of ag-

gregation. 

Table 3.  Utilities of alternatives 

Alternatives Udomain Urisk 

a1 0,50 0,44 

a2 0,45 0,31 

a3 0,17 0,72 

a4 0,83 0,54 

 

To define which order was more realistic, we asked the students to assess the additional 

materials after the courses had been completed. In the survey, we used an ordinal scale 

with marks in the interval from 1 to 5. Fig. 5 shows the distributions of marks. 

 

Fig. 5. Distributions of marks given by students 

It turned out that the preferences of students were closer to order built along with risk-

oriented criteria. The teachers can forecast the students’ behavior quire well; the risk-

oriented criteria took into account this forecast. Instead, the domain-driven criteria took 

into account only the theoretical point of view. 

Overall, the risk-oriented approach seems to be more practical. It is known that hu-

mans are risk-averse. Therefore, a risk-oriented approach can be more reasonable for 

decision-makers. 
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5 Conclusion 

We proposed an approach that allows decision-makers to make informed decisions and 

raising their awareness of uncertainty and risk involved in their decisions. The approach 

relies on a risk account while defining the criteria of decision-making. As well, deci-

sion-makers are able to input their risk preferences by choosing the weighting policy. 

MAUT became the ground for seeking to trade-off among criteria and assigning a rank-

ing to the alternatives. 

We executed two experiments with different alternatives and sets of criteria. All as-

sessments had been realized but not used in the real-life process. It gave the possibility 

to compare calculated rankings with “natural” ones. In both experiments, using a risk-

oriented set of criteria provides the ranking correlated with observation in real-life pro-

cesses. However, while this shows that the approach is reasonable, in reality, it might 

not always be feasible due to specific criteria definition. 

The approach suffers from some limitations. First, it lacks an empirical evaluation 

of its usefulness with domain experts. Second, it lacks research on the impact of a utility 

function definition. We used only a linear utility function because it is the simplest 

solution. Both issues will be addressed in future work. 

More evaluation studies are also needed to provide more evidence of the usefulness 

of a risk-oriented approach to support informed decision-making under uncertainty and 

risk. These studies should be expanded beyond controlled decision-making scenarios 

in a friendly environment. 
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